Summit™ - The Finest in Transportation

Building on the success of Columbia's Eagle line of passenger vehicles,
Columbia recently unveiled its newly designed Summit line of vehicles which were designed to provide the ultimate Low Speed Vehicle
experience. In addition to the great features of the Eagle, like a lifetime
frame warranty, reliable performance, and Golf, Community and
Neighborhood Electric Vehicle configurations the Summit is able to offer
much more…

Latest in Electric Drive Technology - Standard!
The ACE Plus drive system puts the following advanced technology to
work for you:
- Pedal proportional braking
- Programmable controller
- Regenerative braking
- Advanced opportunity charging
- Premiere battery manufacturer

Automotive Styling - Stock!
An integral tubular steel frame and solid roof provide the Summit
with classic automotive appearance and safety. When standard
adjustable seats and automotive style differential are combined
with available safety belts the Summit really begins to resemble
the type of vehicle with which it is meant to share the road.
Ultimate Operator Control - At your fingertips!
Easy to reach and understand operator controls, turn signal,
safety directional key switch, accelerator, brake pedal, parking
brake and high/low speed switch make the Summit a Joy to drive.
Up to 4 Passengers
Available in two different configurations for two or four passengers
the Summit will move you, your friends, your family, and your
stuff any where you want to go.
Finest Appointments - Options make it yours!
The Summit comes standard in one of four colors; optionally it
can be painted any color you choose. Likewise, the interior
upholstery can be any one of several material types and colors.
With other options like simulated wood grain dash, aluminum
wheels, locking glove box, comfort grip steering wheels and so
much more it is up to you to decide which of the hundreds of option combinations is for you.
Safe & Secure - What Matters Most!
Designed and tested to meet NHTSA requirements for Low Speed Vehicles the Summit offers all the
necessary safety features to make your Summit road worthy.

